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   The excitation and ionization probabilities of atoms as a result of vacancy production have been 
calculated in the sudden approximation using the Hartree—Fock—Slater wave functions. It is found that 
the ionization process is dominant for inner—shell electrons, while for outermost shells the excitation 
probability is comparable with or larger than the ionization probability. Comparison with other theoretical 
calculations and with the experimental results is made. 
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                           I. INTRODUCTION 
   When there is a sudden change in atomic potential, atomic electrons in the same atom 
have a small probability that they are excited to an unoccupied bound state (shakeup) or ioni-
zed to the continuum (shakeofJ). In the case of radioactive decays, such as a or /3 decay, the 
change in the nuclear charge causes shake processes °. On the other hand, in photoionization 
and impact ionization by charged particles the central potential of the atom changes due to the 
loss of an atomic electron and another electron in the same atom is excited during 
rearrangement of electron cloud. 
   The experimental evidence of shake processes can be established by observing satellite 
peaks or satellite continuum in the low—energy side of the main peak in the electron spectra for 
photoionization 2) and internal conversion 3), by measuring satellites or hypersatellites in x—ray 
emission spectra 4), and by detecting discontinuities in x—ray absorption spectra 5). With recent 
progress of synchrotron radiation facilities, photoionization becomes very powerful tools to 
study the shake process, especially for its dependence on incident x—ray energy °. 
   The theoretical calculations on the shakeup and shakeoff probabilities have been usually 
performed in the sudden approximation'). In this approach, the shake process is considered as 
a two—step process, i. e. creation of a vacancy in an atom and atomic excitation due to the 
presence of the vacancy, and its probability is estimated only from the second step. This fact 
means that the shake probability is independent of the mechanism, by which the initial vacancy 
is produced, and is a function of the atomic number and the atomic shell. 
  * : Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto, 611 Japan. 
  t D- : Department of Solid State Electronics, Osaka Electro—Communication University, Hatsu— 
    Machi, Neyagawa, Osaka, 572 Japan. 
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               The assumption of the sudden approximation is valid when the energy of the ejected 
           electron in the initial ionization process is large compared to the binding energy of the electron 
           to be excited. In practice,  Carlson and Krause 8) found that the shakeoff probability in 
           photoionization becomes constant for incident photons with energy higher than three times the 
            threshold energy for double-electron emission. The similar results were also observed by 
            Carlson et a19). in the case of electron impact ionization. Sachenko and Burtsev 10) showed 
           theoretically that in K-plus L-shell photoionization the sudden approximation is justified when 
           the photon energy is higher than 1.3 times the threshold energy. 
               Calrson and Nestor 11) calculated the atomic excitation plus ionization probabilities for 
           rare gases in the sudden approximation with the relativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater (RHFS) 
            wave functions. Recently we have made the similar calculations for elements from He (Z = 2) 
           to Kr(Z= 36) by the use of the Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) wave functions t2). We compared 
            the results with the measured intensities of shakeup satellite peaks from the outermost p-shell 
           electrons in photoionization of Ne and Ar. Our calculated intensities are in good agreement 
            with the theoretical values of Carlson and Nestor, but about twice as large as the experimental 
           data. This discrepancy was explained due to the contributions from the shakeoff process 
           included in both theoretical models. 
               On the other hand, the 2p — np shakeup probabilities accompanying K-shell photoioniza-
           tion of Ne have been calculated by Martin and Shirley 13). They used the multiconfiguration 
            Hartree-Fock (MCHF) method and showed that the electron correlation is important to 
           predict intensities of the shakeup satellites. The shakeup intensities in photoionization have 
            also been calculated for rare gases, i. e. on Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, by Talman et al14). using an 
           optimized potential method, and by Bristow et al"). using the HFS method. 
               All theoretical calculations described above have been made either for shakeup process 
            only or for shakeup plus shakeoff process, and no separate calculations of shakeup and shake-
           off probabilities using the same wave functions for both processes have been reported. This is 
            related to the experimental method to observe of the shake process. In x-ray emission and 
            absorption spectra, only shakeup plus shakeoff intensities can be measured, while in electron 
           spectra the shakeup satellites are easily observed, but it is very difficult to estimate the shake-
            off probability because of the continuous energy distribution of ejected electrons. However, it 
           is interesting to study relative importance of the shakeup and shakeoff probabilities in atomic 
           excitation process for various atomic shells in various elements. Since the shake probability 
            depends on the imperfect-overlap of atomic wave functions, it is important to calculate both 
            probabilities with the electron wave functions based on the same atomic potential. 
               In the present work, we have computed the atomic excitation and ionization probabilities 
           separately for Ne, Ar, and Kr using the HFS wave functions. For this purpose, the atomic 
           excitation and ionization (shakeup plus shakeoff) probability is calculated in the manner 
           similar to our previous work 12). Then shakeup probabilities to various higher shells are 
           estimated using the same atomic potential and initial-state wave functions. The shakeoff 
           probability is obtained by subtracting the sum of shakeup probabilities from the shakeup plus 
           shakeoff probability. The calculated results for shakeup probabilities are compared with other 
           theoretical calculations and the experimental data. 
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                              II. THEORY 
   In the sudden approximation, the probability that an electron in the initial state i makes a 
transition to a final state f with the presence of an inner-shell vacancy can be expressed as the 
overlap  integral  : 
  P;/= fOr2,(1) 
where 0, is the electron wave function in the initial state and c/i f is that in the final state. 
   The initial state corresponds to the ground state of the neutral atom. On the other hand, 
for the shakeup process the final state is a Rydberg state of the positive ion with an inner-shell 
vacancy, while for the shakeoff process it is a continuum state in the same central potential. 
Owing to the difference in atomic potentials for the initial and final states, two wave functions 
with the same symmetry are no longer orthogonal and the integral in Eq. (1) for these wave 
functions has a finite value. 
   Due to the monopole character of the shakeup and shakeoff processes, the selection rule 
allows such transition that threre is a change only in the principal quantum number (or 
energy) and all other quantum numbers should retain their original values. We shall neglect 
multi-electron shake processes and consider that only single electron is excited or ionized. 
When the initial electron in the orbital nl, where n is the principal quantum number and 1 is 
the orbital quantum number, the shakeup probability to an n' 1 state accompanying vacancy 
production is written from the single electron transition probability, Eq. (1), by 
     Pn =NfcGnl*0 nl dz2SN_i.(2) 
Here % ni represents the electron wave function for the nl orbital in the neutral atom, %n 1 is 
that for the n' 1 orbital in the positive ion with an inner-shell vacancy, N is the number of 
electrons in the initial n1 orbital, and S is the probability per electron that the electron remains 
in its original orbital : 
                            2   S= fCn *0 ni dr .(3) 
The factor S'V-1 in Eq. (2) means that other N-1 electrons are neither excited nor ionized. 
The total shakeup probability is given by 
Par= nEnPn ,(4) 
The shakeoff probability is expressed in the similar manner as 
2 P so= Nfde fc;i*0nr dz 5N-1,(5) 
where ci is the electron wave function of the continuum state with the kinetic energy a and 
the orbital angular momentum 1 in the potential of the positive ion with the inner-shell 
vacancy. 
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   In order to calculate the total atomic excitation and ionization probabilities, all possible 
transitions to excited and ionized states should be considered. However, the calculations for 
Rydberg states are in general more difficult than for the ground state, and especially the 
evaluation of overlap integrals involving continuum wave functions and integration over 
kinetic energy are tedius and time—consuming.  Carlson et a116). proposed a method to avoid 
this difficulty and computed the atomic excitation plus ionization probabilities accompanying /3 
decay. Carlson and  Nestor') applied this method for the case of inner—shell vacancy produc-
tion in rare gases by the use of the RHFS wave functions. The same method has also been 
used in our previous work 14 with the HFS wave functions. 
   This approach is based on the completeness and orthonormal property of the electron 
wave function. For N—electron system, the relation among the excitation, ionization, and 
remaining probabilities can be written as 
1 =Psu+ Pso+ Po+ Pn(6) 
where Po denotes the probability that all electrons remain in the orginal states and PF is the 
electron transfer probability to occupied bound states, forbidden by the Pauli principle. These 
two probabilities are given by" ) 
Po = SN,(7) 
      _ NN(*2N_I       PF2(21+ 1)„E1f0n~G„i dzS,(8) 
where N' is the number of electrons in the n' 1 orbital and x is the principal quantum number 
of the highest occupied orbital. From Eq. (6), the shakeup plus shakeoff probability is ob-
tained as 
PSUO=1— Po-PF.(9) 
In Eq. (9), the probability is expressed by the overlap integrals between the ground—state 
wave functions for the neutral atom and those for the positive ion, and therefore one can 
bypass the calculations for Rydberg and continuum states. This method is very useful to esti- 
mate the shakeup plus shakeoff probability, but both probabilities are not obtained separately. 
   In the present work, first we calculate the shakeup plus shakeoff probability by Eq. (9), 
using the ground—state wave functions for the neutral atom and for the positive ion. Then the 
calculations of the wave functions for Rydberg states in the positive ion are made and the total 
shakeup probability is evaluated by Eq. (4). The shakeoff probability is obtained from the 
relation 
Fso= Psuo— Psu.(10) 
                     III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
   The atomic excitation and ionization probabilities as the result of vacancy production 
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 have been computed in the sudden approximation. We calculated the HFS wave functions for 
 the netural atom and the positive ion with the Herman—Skillman  program'g). The wave 
 functions for Rydberg states were obtained by solving the Schrodinger equation in the atomic 
 potential for the positive ion. All numerical computations in the present work were performed 
 on the FACOM VP-30E computer in Information Science Center of Osaka Electro-Communi-
 cation University and on the FACOM M-760/10 computer in Institute for Chemical Re-
 search, Kyoto University. 
     In Figs. 1 and 2, the calculated results for the shakeup and shakeoff probabilities, Psu0, 
 from various shells as the result of vacancy production in 2s and 2p shells are plotted as a 
 function of atomic number Z. The similar figure accompanying is vacancy is shown in our 
 previous paper '2). As has already been pointed out, the probability per electron generally 
 decreases with Z, but there are small bends at the atomic numbers where the nl shells are 
  filled. 
     Using the method described above, the shakeup and shakeoff probabilities were obtained 
  separately from Pm,. The results for Ne, Ar, and Kr are listed in Table I. It is clear from 
 the table that for inner—shell electrons the shakeoff probability is dominant and the excitation 
 process is almost negligible. On the other hand, the shakeup probability increases with 
 principal quantum number n and in the case of the outermost s and p shells of rare gases, the 
 excitation probability is higher than the ionization probability. It is also seen that the shakeup 
 and shakeoff probabilities depend on n of the initial vacancy, but dependence on I is weak. 
     In Table II, comparison between calculated and measured values of intensities of shakeup 
 satellite peaks originated from the outermost p shell accompanying the inner—shell photoioniza-                                        
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       Fig. 1. Total atomic excitation plus ionization probabilities (%) from various shells as 
              the result of a sudden 2s vacancy production. 
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           Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for a sudden2p vacancy production. 
   Table I. Shakeup and shakeoff probabilities in rare gases as the result of vacancy produc-
         tion (%). 
ElementInitial  is 2s 2p3s3p3d4s 4p       vacancy SU' SO' SU SO SU SO SU SO SU SO SU SO SU SO SU SO 
 Ne is 0.001 0.028 0.853 0.855 9.031 6.449 
        2s0.113 0.047 3.442 0.952 
2p0.236 0.106 3.000 0.871 
  Ar is0.008 0.022 0.280 0.105 1.505 1.269 1.210 9.667 6.969 
          2s0.002 0.015 0.016 0.150 0.949 0.717 7.890 4.224 
2p0.005 0.044 0.019 0.194 0.986 0.754 8.125 4.560 
     3s0.1230.042 3.345 0.763. 
3p0.1950.063 2.361 0.479 
  Kr is0.0020.057 0.003 0.255 0.014 0.197 0.066 1.037. 0.707 2.791 1.015 0.828 8.309 4.669 
         2s0.0020.019 0.007 0.082 0.033 0.412 0.742 2.546 0.901 0.652 7.637 3.758 
2p0.0080.029 0.008 0.091 0.037 0.493 0.761 2.691 0.913 0.671 7.728 3.875 
        3s0.001 0.005 0.008 0.056 - 0.232 0.518 0.782 0.484 6.966 2.951 
3p0.002 0.010 0.007 0.049 0.235 0.531 0.779 0.485 6.958 2.953 
       3d0.002 0.012 0.008 0.066 0.235 0.558 0.771 0.478 6.920 2.915 
    4s0.003 0.003 0.1140.037 3.433 0.718 
4p0.001 0.001 0.1590.047 2.240 0.393 
Shakeup probability. "Shakeoff probability. 
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    Table  II. Comparison between theory and experiment for intensities of shakeup satellite 
            peaks for the outermost p shell accompanying the inner-shell photoionization of 
             rare gases. 
ElementInitial Photon Theory'Experiment Reference         vacancy energy (eV) MTCNMSBTB Present 
  Ne is 930 18.3 19.6 8.94 ` 13.95 ` 9.62' 5.51 19 
                 1254 18.3 19.6 8.941 13.951 10.7 9.6±0.7 20 
                1487 18.3 19.6 8.941 13.95` 10.41 10.4` 21 
                 1487 18.3 19.6 8.94 ` 13.95 ` 10.7 8.7±0.7 20 
                1487 18.3 19.6 8.94 ` 13.95 ` 10.7 11.1 22 
 Ar 2s 930 13.8 14.612.651 8.99 8±223 
             1254 13.8 14.612.65 r 8.99 8± 1 20 
2p 930 14.5 15.412.651 9.32 7±223 
             1254 14.5 15.412.65 ` 9.32 7± 1 20 
              1254 14.5 15.412.65` 8.89° 12.5` 15 
             1487 14.5 15.412.651 9.32 7± 1 20 
aRelative to normal photoelectron peak, which is equal to 100. 
Mukoyama and Taniguchi, shakeup plus shakeoff (Ref. 12). 
Carlson and Nestor, shakeup plus shakeoff (Ref. 11). °Martin and Shirley (Ref. 13). 
`Bristow et al. (Ref. 15). 
`Excitation up to 6p state. 
gExcitation to 3p and 4p states only. 
tion of rare gases is shown. The theoretical values in the table are normalized so that the 
intensity of the normal photoelectron peak is equal to 100. When comparison of the calculated 
values with the experimental data is made, it should be noted that all theoretical calculations in 
the table are based on the sudden approximation, i. e. the energy of incident photons is 
assumed to be high enough. The experimental value of Kobrin et a119). for low-energy 
photoos is about 40% smaller than other experimental values. This suggests that the sudden 
approximation is invalid in the energy region used by them and it is inadequate to compare 
their value with the theoretical values in the table. 
   The shakeup plus shakeoff probabilities by Carlson and  Nestor'1) and by Mukoyama and 
Taniguchi 12) are about twice as large as the experimental data. We have pointed out in the 
previous work 12) that this discrepancy is ascribed to the contribution from the shakeoff proc-
ess. As can be seen in Table I, the relative importance of the shakeoff process becomes smal-
ler for outer-shell electrons, but is still appreciable in the outermost shells. 
   Martin and Shirley 13) calculated the shakeup probabilities for Ne including the electron 
correlation in the MCHF method. Their results are in good agreement with the experimental 
values for high-energy photons. The present values are slightly larger than their values, but 
agree well with the measured ones. On the other hand, the HFS values of Bristow et ails). .are 
larger than the experimental data, except for their experimental value for Ar 2p shell. 
   Table III shows the calculated and measures shakeup satellite intensities for 2s- and 2p-
shell electrons accompanying photoionization of Ne is shell. The results of Martin and 
Shirley 13) in the MCHF method are in agreement with the measured values. In other three 
theoretical models, the electron correlation effect is neglected. The values of the variationally 
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      Table III. Comparison between theory and experiment for shakeup intensities rela-
              tive to the main Ne is line (%). 
                 Theory Experiment  
      Transition 
            MS °TBJ b BTB ° PresentGd S 
2s- 3s0.790.661.06 ^-1.1 
2s- 4s0.12^-0.3 
  2s-> 5s0.05^-0.07 
2s-> 6s0.02 
2p -> 3p 5.079.3 11.77 8.216.30 6.42 
2p -> 4p 2.181.5 1.50 1.412.98 3.2 
2p -* 5p 0.540.54 0.47 0.520.59 -0.9 
2p -> 6p 0.150.21 0.250.5 '-0.5 
°Martin and Shirley (Ref. 13). bTalman et al. (Ref. 14). `Bristow et al. (Ref. 15). 
°Gelius (Ref. 21). 
`Svensson et al. (Ref. 22). 
      Table IV. Comparison between theory and experiment for shakeup intensities rela-
              tive to the Ar 2s and Kr 3d lines (%). 
            Theory n 
                                                             b 
  Element TransitionExperiment 
                        TBJ ° BTBPresent 
   Ar 3s-> 4s1.02 1.12 0.75 2.1 
3s-- 5s0.17 0.15 1.0 
3p -> 4p8.63 10.91 7.21 6.0 
3p- 5p1.24 1.34 1.22 4.2 
3p-> 6p0.45 0.40 0.45 2.3 
   Kr 4s- 5s0.82 0.87 0.58 1.9 
4p-> 5p7.3 9.20 5.96 8.1 
4p -> 6p1.0 1.11 0.97 2.4 
4p 7p0.37 0.32 0.36 1.2 
'Talman et al. (Ref. 14). 
"Bristow et al. (Ref. 15). 
optimized effective potential model by Talman et a114). and of the HFS model by Bristow et 
a115). agree with each other, but agreement with the experimental data is poor. The present 
results are in better agreement with the experimental values than the values of Talman et al. 
and of Bristow et al. 
   The similar comparison between theory and experiment for shakeup satellites in the Ar 2p 
and Kr 3d lines is made in Table IV. It is clear from the tables that the present model 
underpredicts the intensities of the lowest-energy satellite for ns electrons and overestimates 
those for np electrons, except for the case of 4p -*5p transition in Kr. For higher-energy 
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satellites, the present values are always smaller than the experimental ones. As shown by 
Martin and Shirley  13), the electron correlation effect is important in multi—electron transition 
process in photoionization. The reason for the discrepancy in satellite line intensities between 
the present values and the measured ones can be attributed to neglection of this effect. 
   In conclusion, we have calculated the shakeup and shakeoff probabilities as the result of 
vacancy production in the sudden approximation, using the HFS wave functions. It is found 
that for inner—shell electrons the shakeoff process is dominant, while the shakeup process is 
larger for outermost shells. The total shakeup probabilities for the outermost p shells accom-
panying the inner—shell photoionization in rare gases are in agreement with the experimental 
data. However, the measured intensitiy of individual satellite line is not well reproduced, 
because of neglection of the electron correlation effect. It is hoped to estimate satellite inten-
sities due to the shakeup process by the theoretical approaches including the electron correla-
tion effect, because such calculations have been made only for Ne. Elaborate experimental 
measurements of the shakeoff probabilities in vacancy production are also interesting. 
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